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(1) First CMS data 

Tracker

HCAL
Solenoid

ECAL

Magnet

Tracker

HCAL

Muon system

- All silicium tracker (strip and pixel)
- Lead tungstate crystal (ECAL) 
- Hermetic HCAL  ||<5 (0.8o to beam))

In Fall 2008 and Summer 2009: Cosmic Runs at Four Tesla (CRAFT) 
 2 x 300M events  with full detector and B field on
lignment, synchronization, understanding B,   reconstruction 

documented in 23 papers accepted by JINST

Detector simulation with realistic
conditions (misalignment, calibrations) 
ready for LHC start-up 
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First CMS data 

20th Nov Day 0 Both beams circulating after 6 hours
23rd Nov Day 3 First pilot collisions at 450 GeV
29th Nov Day 9 Beams ramped to 1.18 TeV
6th Dec Day 16 Stable collisions @ 450 GeV for the experiments
8th Dec Day 18 Both beams ramped to 1.18 TeV – first collisions

- LHC operation in 2009 :

CMS recorded 85% 
of delivered luminosity

Fully 'open' trigger

Minimum Bias trigger 
rate 0.5-15 Hz

- Number of collected  events in CMS :
   3.9 x 105 ≈ 10 μb-1 @ 900 GeV
   2.0 x 104 ≈ 0.4 μb-1 @ 2360 GeV
   Tracker on,
    beam bg rejected

CMS Multi-jet event at 2.36 TeV 
Recorded 14/12/2009
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 First CMS data : 
Summary of detector performance

4

FIRST CMS paper
published in 10/02/2010

JHEP02 (2010) 041

MET performance : 
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 From 2009 Minimum Bias data:
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(2) LHC plans

(integrated luminosities in fb-1)(cm-2s-1)

Long shutdown in 2012 for preparing design-energy running

4

From Chamonix Worshop (Feb 2010)

- Plan for 2010 and after :

Target : Tuesday March 30th  : first collisions @ 3.5 TeV  
                                                     + media event
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(3)  Dark matter searches at LHC

Large center-of-mass energy
Large cross section for new state production 
Details properties (mass, coupling etc...)

(1) Direct detection 
      experiments :
      WIMP + nucleus (2) Indirect DM searches

-ray annihilation products 
      of WIMP -> /Z

(3) LHC 
             searches 

Complementary between collider and non-collider searches:
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  Dark matter searches at LHC

DM candidates : 
Many models - most popular ones :

Supersymmetry

A major motivation at 
the Tevatron and the LHC

Extra Dimensions 

Others (Little Higgs, ...) 

Typical production of SUSY particles :
cascade decay to Lightest SUSY particle (LSP)
DM candidates in Minimal Supersymmetric SM:
     - Lightest Neutralino 
     - Gravitino (gravitational interacting spin 3/2)
     - (Sneutrinos)'Kaluza-Klein' particles

In mSUGRA  (5 parameters) 

Constraints from DM relic density ?
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Dark matter searches at LHC

8

m0

m1/2

 

Bulk region : 
compatible with observed relic density 
but disfavored by MH, bs

Moving up in (m0,m1/2) plane:

increases sparticle masses,
h

 increases

  - Additional annihilation
    mechanism needed to
    reduce h



  - 3 possible regions which
    provide such mechanisms,
    represent various physics
    process contributing to h



In the plane (m0,m1/2):  regions compatible with the observed DM relic density

In mSUGRA  (5 parameters) 
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(4) DM candidate in SUSY (mSUGRA)

Focus on  LM1 (in the bulk region)  and  LM9  (in focus point region)

5 free parameters:   how to scan this big region ?
  Benchmark Points :
- Choose some points influenced by 
   other experiments (LEP, WMAP, ...)
- Focus on different event topologies
- Easier comparison between 
  experiments

LMx : low mass points
HMx : High mass points m0

m1/2



(A)  MET + multi-jets  analysis

CMS PTDR2, s=14 TeV 

Example: LM1 point :
       MET > 200 GeV
         3 high-p

T
 jets

MET-jets)
Indirect lepton veto
H

T
 > 500 GeV

The simplest topology and the greatest potential
Huge rate for :

But : Fight background and noise
        Use data control samples
        Estimate background from data

q

q

q~

q
~g

€ 

˜ q ̃  q , ˜ g ̃  q , ˜ g ̃  g  production

€ 

m (˜ q , ˜ g )  ~  1 TeVFor                               :
expect 1 event/day at L=1031 cm-2 s-1



Data driven bg estimation for irreducible bg : Z   + jets

  MET + multi-jets  analysis

Very clean but low 
statistics: factor 6 
suppressed compared
with Z 

Larger statistics but
not so clean, SM tt and
signal contamination

Large statistics, 
clean for E> 200 GeV

Z+jets W+jets +jets

Analysis : L = 100 pb-1
   (s = 14 TeV)

Search region (MET> 200 GeV) 
     + jets: 124 events 
     W + jets: 24 events with W
     Z+ jets: 4 events 

CMS PAS SUS-08-002
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(B)   MET + Di-jet  

Di-jet -  s =14 TeV,  1fb-1

CMS PAS SUS-08-005

Multi-jets - s = 10 TeV,  100 pb-1

CMS PAS SUS-09-001

Case for short cascade :
qq production wih qq+LSP

No direct calo MET dependence

 Has been extended to n-jets analysis   

Kinematic cuts :
< 2/3< 2/3andand

TT>0.55>0.55

~~~
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(C) MET + jets + N leptons  

● Cascade decay, e.g. at LM1:                
                                                              
                                                              
       

● Characteristic shape of m
l+l-

● Edge extracted from fit of N
S
 and N

B
 

using signal model + measured 
background shape 

Cuts (optimize @ LM1):
 2 OS SF isolated 

 leptons (e,µ)
 pT > 10 GeV

 MET > 200 GeV
 >2 jets: 

 ET (j1) > 100 GeV 
 ET (j2) > 60 GeV 

 || < 3

Lower rates and backgrounds compared to MET + jets.

Two undetected particles of unknown mass in the final state, 
so cannot reconstruct mass peaks
Edges, endpoints give first  detailed info on underlying spectrum



LM9
1fb-1

LM1 - s = 10 TeV - 1fb-1

Theo Mcut = 78.1 GeV

CMS PAS SUS-09-002
5 discovery : LM1:  L=250 pb-1

                        LM9:  L=350 pb-1

More luminosity is needed to discriminate
between 2-body or 3-body decay

 MET + jets + N leptons  

LM9 - s = 10 TeV - 1fb-1

Theo Mcut = 62.9 GeV
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Discovering SUSY -  Summary all channels 

LHC , 14TeV
1 year at 1032 cm-2s-1
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Suppose we see an excess...   
May be difficult to interpret

Minimal Universal Extra Dimensions
1 Extra compact dimension: R
Everything propagates in Bulk
Introduces new (Kaluza-Klein) partners to SM particles
KK tower of “SM-like” states 

   - Provide natural DM candidate :
       usually K partner of U(1) hypercharge boson
   - Similar signature as SUSY:
          many jets,  large MET (KK parity – stable LKP), 
          leptons, also OS dileption mass edges

- difference :  KK-partners have same spin as SM ones
- difficult to distinguish at the LHC

(5)  DM candidates from mUED 
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 DM candidates from mUED 

mUED :  
high cross section 
early potential

Current constraints:
R-1> 600 GeV   (for mH>115 GeV)

 s = 14 TeV – L = 30 fb-1
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(6) Other signals 

Many other important topologies studied at  LHC and not covered in this talk
- Searches with photons, with b-jets, with taus ...

- The “non-standard signals”:
  Long lived SUSY particles can form R-hadrons 
        signal of (slowly) travelling heavy hadron (muon like)
  Signal from long lived sleptons
        late muon like track (wrong bunch crossing)
  Neutralino (with lifetime) could in GMSB decay to photon and gravitino
        non-pointing photons

- New classes of LHC signatures:  “dark” photons or lepton-jets
  (to try account for excess of cosmic ray leptons)
  DM at TeV scale and + GeV scale dark sector (very weakly coupling to SM)  
  Hidden Valley models

- Very special topologies  dedicated triggers to be designed 
- Challenging !   but discovery possible in many scenarios 
                             in early data due to small backgrounds
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 (7) Conclusions

- Collider results are complementary to astrophysical 
   experiments

- LHC will play critical role in understanding DM :
         - possibly discover DM
         - possibly “identify” DM

    

Schematic 
Representation
(no units)

 h


 m
- High energy data soon from LHC !   
  Expect ~ L= 1 fb-1 at s=7 TeV , for years 2010/11

A major break-through in the 
understanding of DM 

LHC will start to compete with Tevatron in 2010,
and should take over in 2011 in most cases

SUSY (q,g) : Tevatron limit ~ 400 GeV (95% CL)
LHC : 100 pb-1 : discover up to ~ 400 GeV
1 fb-1 ; discovery up to ~ 800 GeV

~ ~
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